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Where and when did an event happen?

Typical time for a neutrino to traverse the detector is about 200 ns.
Drift position our from track should localize WHERE the event took
place along the beam axis.  
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The 5me transverse to the beam axis is another
story. With a dri= distance of 3.6 m, the arrival
5me of light from charged par5cles is used to
locate the event in the dri= direc5on via 
seDng the 5me of T0. 3.6 meters implies
a dri= 5me of about 3 ms. Thus, light must
be used to separate different 20 ns bunches.
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Where and when did an event happen?

Scin.lla.on light emi2ed isotropically from  all 
parts of track. This light is emi2ed  with roughly 6 ns
.me constant (ignoring slow component)

Given typical millisecond dri@
.mes, the WHEN need only
be measured to 100 ns or so
to be negligible as far as seGng
to T0 for the dri@ .me
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The scinMllaMon emission 
is dominated by a 128 nm
component.

This has been measured/calculated
to have a scaSering length of
between 70-90 cm.

This is fine for geYng T0. Delays
due to scaSering negligible.



Some issues

• In principle, once the bunch number from FNAL is identified, it seems 
like the vertex along the axis determines the relative position in the 
bunch - but how well? Must know distance from target to vertex to 
few cm level.
• Better to try and tag directly with light, but scintillation light is rather

slow in that is has a short scattering length, a natural time constant of 
about 6 ns, and must be shifted using TPB (which introduces an 
additional delat)
• Can Cherenkov light be used? It is essentially instantaneous and has 

longer wavelength and therefore possibly a longer scattering length.



µ(w) permeability
n(w) refrac.ve index

Frank-Tamm formula: energy loss (E) per unit length per unit frequency interval

Cherenkov light produc2on in liquid argon

from PDG 



From E. Grace, et al. arXiv:1502.04213
A. C. Sinnock, B. L. Smith, RefracBve indices of the condensed 
inert gases, Phys. Rev. 181 (1969) 

The refractive index of
liquid argon was measured
in the optical range in 1969

It is fairly flat between 
350-600 nm, about 
n=1.23



~ 100 photons/MeV for a MIP

much less than scintillation light, but perhaps still detectable



from PDG

Cherenkov light direc0on



arXiv:1502.04213

But what is the sca,ering?



E. Grace, et al. arXiv:1502.04213

maybe around 10-20 meters? Not bad.



Grace, et al. used input from the 
Seidel, et al. and then extrapolated
to short wavelengths.  We can just use
Seidel et al. directly.  





Sorry - ran out of time!



Conclusions

• Cherenkov light should be visible in liquid argon. May have much 
longer sca9ering length
• Number photons is low - need significant light collec?on
• Need TPB non-coated photosensors
• We should measure - maybe using exis?ng facilites?
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